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Background Information

Auckland is growing fast with 
another one million people 

expected in the next 30 years. 
This growth means challenges 

and opportunities for town 
centres and key business 

areas.

This programme creates a 
partnership between the 

council and business 
associations, which are 

separate entities.

Through the Business 
Improvement District (BID) 

programme, Auckland Council 
is working with business 

districts to improve the local 
business environment and 

grow the regional economy.

There are currently 48 BIDs in 
Auckland, representing over 

25,000 businesses with a 
combined capital value 

estimated at $24 billion.



Key questions that need to be addressed

What is the 
purpose of 

conducting BID 
research?

What are the 
benefits of 

conducting BID 
research?

What are some of 
the best practices 
for conducting BID 

research?

What tools and 
methodologies are 
out there for BID 

research?



What is the purpose of conducting BID research?

Obtain quantitative and/or qualitative data to better understand businesses, stakeholders, and in 
some cases, customers and local communities.

Gain critical insights that are actionable and can be used for strategic decision making that will help 
propel the organisation.

Gather feedback from key businesses, stakeholders, customers and local communities to not only meet 
current needs, but also proactively plan for future needs.

Most importantly, it is about bringing the entire community together to share thoughts, opinions, 
ideas and to discuss the best approach to take moving forward.



What are the benefits of BID research?

Up-to-
date 

database

Business 
profile

Business 
issues

Area of 
focus

Allows you to update and complete your business 
member database (with an accurate list of businesses 
and their contact details)

Develop a profile of businesses in the area (in terms of 
types of businesses, size, length of operation, who they 
trade with, etc.)

Understand the challenges and opportunities facing 
businesses in the area, and business owners’ concerns, 
issues and opportunities

Establish level of interest / opportunity in new 
initiatives, and what the association should focus on 
(e.g., events, networking, promotion, advocacy)



A bit about Buzz Channel…

Buzz Channel is one of New Zealand’s leading customer and community engagement consultancies. We help our clients build 
powerful connections with customers and bring their stakeholder’s voices into the heart of their organisation.

Buzz Channel have a long-standing track record of working with 
businesses, business associations and BIDs in the Auckland region 
and in conducting research to measure businesses opinions, 
attitudes and needs.

While we are well-known for our in-house research technology, it is 
our skills of adding to and leveraging these tools to create effective 
engagement, insight and improvement that allows us to help our 
clients meet their goals.

We believe the more an organisation can listen to and understand 
its customers and communities, and work alongside them to co-
create solutions that work, the more that organisation will succeed.



Case studies

Whangaparāoa
business area

Puketāpapa
business area

Silverdale 
business area

Wellsford 
Promotions

The Snells Beach 
business area

Warkworth area 
business association

Henderson central 
retailers association

Clevedon business 
association

Manukau central 
business associationŌtāhuhu mainstreet

organisation

SH16 Kumeu
Helensville BID



Case study 1

The purpose of this research was to develop a profile of businesses in the area 
and understand what challenges and opportunities they see in the region and 
determine the level of interest in joining a business association.

Buzz Channel used a mixed methodology involving online surveys, telephone 
surveys, face-to-face surveys as well as the survey being hosted on the business 
association’s website.

While the survey was primarily targeted at businesses and business owners, we also 
gathered feedback from local residents and visitors. In total, 379 survey responses were 
received (331 responses from business owner/manager, 38 responses from residents, 5 
responses from visitors to the area and 5 response from other).

Priority areas identified in this research revolved around: (i) investigating economic development opportunities in the area; 
(ii) improving public transport access; (iii) promoting the area, its attractions and its businesses; (iv) making the area more 
visually attractive, beautifying the villages and town centres, encouraging building owners to give their premises a facelift, 
and planting trees and greenery.



Case study 2

The purpose of this research was to create a business database, develop a 
profile of businesses in the area, establish the level of need / opportunity to 
develop some kind of more formal business structure or BID in the area.

Due to the lack of a business database, Buzz Channel conducted desktop 
research searching for businesses and their contact details. This initial database 
was used as the basis for the face-to-face survey methodology.

In total, 240 responses were received from face-to-face surveys. It is also important to 
note that through this research process, a new database containing 382 businesses was 
created for the relevant local board.

Priority areas identified in this research revolved around: (i) advocating on behalf of the area to improve access and making 
sure roading projects take place as soon as possible; (ii) exploring alternative routes and transport options, widening 
existing roads and creating more transportation options to ease traffic; (ii) increased marketing and promotion for the area 
(especially for its local catchment areas).



Research tool: BID surveys

Research is a powerful tool that can add value at both operational and strategic levels. Over the years, 
Buzz Channel has refined its BID surveys to best meet the needs of BID programme managers.

Survey questions have been designed to identify challenges and key opportunities for BID programmes 
as well as help determine which services its members want and value.

Our BID surveys contain a core set of questions that have been tried and tested to gather critical 
feedback from businesses, customers and communities. 

Ultimately, the BID surveys will help uncover actionable insights to determine priorities and contribute 
to the robust business and strategic planning.



Key instructions for survey design

The key to developing a good survey is to keep it short 
while ensuring that you capture all of the information 
that you need.

Before you begin scripting your survey, you should 

develop a set of objectives for your research and list 
out the information that you are trying to capture. This 
will help you decide which question sets to use.

Please remember to outline the appropriate privacy 
disclaimers and last but not least, thank the 
participants for their feedback and mention next steps 
that will be taken with the collected feedback.

Clearly state your intentions with the research: At the 
top of your survey, write a brief statement explaining 
why you are collecting the information.

Remember to present the questions in a clean and 
organised layout. A clean layout will make it much 
simpler for people to respond to the questions.

If any incentives are being offered to those who have 
completed the survey, please remember to outline the 

incentive details and also ask for their contact details.



Designing BID surveys

Insert survey introduction: 
clearly state your intentions 
with the research

Insert appropriate question 
sets:
• Screener
• Demographic
• Issues & opportunities
• Priorities
• BID Performance
• Communication

Incentive Details: if any 
incentives are being offered, 
please remember to outline 
incentive details and also ask 
for their contact details.

“Hi, the purpose of this survey is to find out what businesses in 
[BUSINESS AREA] see as the opportunities and challenges facing 

the area, and what can be done to make [BUSINESS AREA] a 
more desirable location for businesses and their customers…”

“To go into the draw to win 
[INCENTIVE DETAILS] please provide 

your contact details below…”

Outline privacy disclaimer and 
conclusion: Remember to thank 
the participants and, if possible, 
mention next steps that will be 
taken with the collected feedback



Available tools and methodologies

Focus GroupsOnline surveys

Data handling 

& analysis

Community 

consultation

Face-to-

face surveys





Contact details

Ben Parsons (Managing Director): ben@buzzchannel.co.nz
Alyssa Lee (Research Manager): alyssa@buzzchannel.co.nz

For more information, please visit our website at http://buzzchannel.co.nz/

mailto:ben@buzzchannel.co.nz
mailto:alyssa@buzzchannel.co.nz
http://buzzchannel.co.nz/
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